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INTRODUCTION AND SLJMMARY 
The main result of this paper is the following: 
THEOREM I. Let X be a separable Hilbert space and 9 be a linear 
subspace dense in X. 
Consider a semigroup, ( r” ) , ,,0, of (possibly unbounded) linear operators, - 
f,, on X with the following properties: 
(i) For each vector Q E 9, there exists E(Q) > 0 such that @ belongs to 
the domain of I?, , for all t E [ 0, e(Q)), and 
(ii) If Cp E 9, and s, t, s + t belong to [ 0, e(Q)), then ;, is defined on 
;J a’, and 
(iii) The operators (I!,), ,,, are hermitian. - 
Under these hypotheses, the operators f, have unique selfadjoint exten- 
sions, r,, and (r,),,,, is a semigroup of (possibly unbounded) serfadjoint 
operators on X. q - 
A precise formulation and the proof of this result are given in Section I.’ 
‘Theorem I has been quoted in [ 1, 21. It is included, together with our proof, in a 
forthcoming book by Davies (31. 
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It should be noted right away that “locally densely defined,” unitary 
(semi-) groups, ( 5, ), in general do not have unique, globally defined 
unitary extensions (see Section 1.1). 
As a corollary to Theorem I we find a very simple proof of Nelson’s 
analytic vector theorem (see Theorem 1.3, Section 1.2). 
Remarks on the semi-analytic vector theorem and a criterion for essen- 
tial selfadjointness of the generator of the semigroup (I,)r20 constructed in 
Theorem I on the domain CD conclude Section I. 
In Section II we apply Theorem I to the theory of Laplace transforms 
and to the proof of the essential selfadjointness of some class of 
Schrodinger operators, including Stark Hamiltonians. 
Some comments on the kind of problems that motivated us to conjecture 
and prove Theorem I may be helpful: These problems concern the recon- 
struction of equilibrium (KMS) states and a unitary representation of time 
translations from imaginary-time Green’s functions in quantum equi- 
librium statistical mechanics. Such a reconstruction was achieved by 
Ruelle [4] under somewhat restrictive hypotheses. With Theorem I as one 
basic tool the author found a general version of Ruelle’s theorem [5]. The 
results of [5] can be viewed as an extension of the Osterwalder-Schrader 
reconstruction theorem in relativistic quantum field theory [6, 71 to 
equilibrium statistical mechanics. They have been summarized in a some- 
what special context in [8]. Recently, a result closely related to Theorem I 
and its applicability to the reconstruction of equilibrium states from 
imaginary time Green’s functions were rediscovered by Klein and Landau 
[9, lo]. (The proof of Theorem I presented below is very different from 
theirs and may have the advantage of being rather short and entirely 
self-contained.) 
We conclude this introduction by describing a general, mathematical 
problem met in the reconstruction of equilibrium states and the time 
evolution from Green’s functions and the way Theorem I can be used to 
solve it. 
Let V be some topological vector space, and * be an anti-linear conjuga- 
tion on V. Let ((T,),,~ be a locally defined semigroup of endomorphisms of 
V with the property that for each u E V, there exists some e(u) > 0 such 
that o,(u) E I’, for all t E [0, e(u)). 
Let F be a bilinear form on V x I/ with the properties: 
(a) F is continuous in each argument, and 
It follows that 
Flu*, u) 2 0. 
(u, w) = F(u*, w) 
is a positive semi-definite inner product on V. 
(1) 
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It is assumed that V is separable in the topology determined by the 
semi-norm 
(b) For o and w in V, F(w, a,(u)) is a measurable function of t on 
[ 0, E(U)] with the property that 
filmoF(W, a,(u)) = F(w, u), 
F(a,tu)*, a,(u)) < 03, for all t E [O, Z(U)>. 
(c) For 0 I u < E(W), 0 I s < E(U), and 0 I t < rnin(e(w) - u, e(u) 
- s), 
The problem is to show that F( w, a,(u)) is the restriction of an analytic 
function of one complex variable to the real interval (0, e(u)). 
THEOREM II. Let (V, a,, F) be as aboue, with F satisfying (a) through (c). 
Then the function F(w, a,(u)) is the restriction of a function F,,,, Jr) analytic 
in z on the strip { { : 0 < Re 5 < e(u)} to the red intervul (0, c(u)). jJ 
This is a slight generalization of Theorem 11.1, and the proof is an 
adaptation of the arguments in Section 11.1. Here are the main ideas: 
Let N c V be the kernel of the inner product ( . , . ), defined in (1). By 
(a) X = V/N”“’ 
space. Let @ be 
with I( * 11 the norm defined in (2), is a separable Hilbert 
he obvious injection map of V into X with kernel N. By 
construction, 9 = Q(V) is a dense, linear subspace of 3c. It follows from 
(b) and (c) that N is invariant under (cY,),~~ Therefore, the equation 
F,@(u) = @(a,(u)), 0 I t < e(o), 
determines a locally defined semigroup (I!,),>,, on X. Using (b) and (c), 
one easily checks that it satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem I. Thus, it has 
a unique selfadjoint extension, (I,),,,. Theorem II now follows from the 
- spectral theorem for (It),,W 
An alternate proof of Theorem II can be deduced from some general 
results of Glaser [ 111. For applications, see [8; 5; 10; 12 and references 
therein (where Theorems I and II are applied to relativistic quantum field 
theory)]. 
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I.UNBOUNDED SEMIGROUPS, ANALYTIC AND 
SEMI-ANALYTIC VECTORS 
1.1. An Unbounded Symmetric Semigroup on a Separable Hilbert Space 
Has a Unique Selfadjoint Extension 
The mathematical structure studied in this section consists of the follow- 
ing objects: 
(1) A separable Hilbert space, X. Vectors in X are denoted by capital 
Greek letters, Cp, \k, . . . . The scalar product of Q, with Q is denoted by 
(@,‘k), and Il+[l = m is the norm of @. The domain of a linear 
operator, A, on X is denoted by D(A), and its range by R(A). 
(2) A linear subspace, ci) , dense in x. 
(3) A focal semigroup ( r” ,) I>0 on X with the following properties: - 
(i) Domain property: For each 0 E Gi), there exists some e(a) > 0 
such that 0 E D( r”,), for all t E [ 0, e(Q)); I!?,@ is weakly measurable in t 
on [0, e(Q)); and 
s-lim $,@ = @. 
f\O 
(1.1) 
(ii) Semigroup law: If s, t, and s + t all belong to [0, e(Q)), then 
Fiji E D(I?,), and 
(iii) Symmetry: For Q and 9 in 9, 0 I u < ~((a), 0 I s < e(q), and 
0 I t < min(e(@) - u, e(q) - s), 
(1.3) 
THEOREM 1.1. be as specified in (1) through (3) 
above. Then r”, has a unique selfadjoint extension, r,, and (r,Lo is a - 
densely defined, selfadjont semigroup on x. 
Proof. 1. Bounds on 11 l!1 @I(: Let @ E 9, and define a function g on 
[ 0,4@)) by 
g(t) = logIl f$ll. 
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We claim that, for s and u in [0, e(Q)), 
g(i.5 + fu) I ;(g(s) + g(u)). (I.4 
We assume that s I U. Then, by (1.2) and (1.3) 
/I 8 s,2+u/zQ) 2 = fs,2+U,2@9 f$/Z+U,2@) I/ ( 
= ( fu,2-s,2( b)? fr,2+“,2~) 
= b7 fu/2ss,2( ~*,2+“,2@ 
( 1) 
= &D, f”@) 
from which (1.4) follows by taking logarithms. An immediate consequence 
of (1.4) is that the maximum of g(t), and hence of 11 !,@[I, restricted to the 
interval [0, E’], with z’ < r(O) is taken at 0 or E’. Thus, 
II :, @II 5 &, with K,, = max( jl@ll, 11 ?c,@l[). (I.9 
2. Construction of a densely defined generator, f;,for ( I!?,)rzo: Let {6,(f)} 
be a family of functions with the properties: 
8, L 0, 8, is C”, s 6,(t) dt = 1, supp 6, C[O, l/n]. 0.6) 
(Note that 8, + n~m 6, the Dirac function.) 
Given Cp E 9, let n,, = no(@) be so large that 1 /n, < e(Q), and define 
Q,, = /8n(t)f,Q dr, 
where the r.s. makes sense as a weak integral. For, r”,(a is weakly 
measurable in t (see (3)(i)), and (I ??,@I[ I K,,, I K,,,O < co for t E 
supp S,,, by (1.5) and (1.6). Thus, by (1.6) 
lP,ll 5 K,,,. (1.7) 
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Using (3)(i) and (1.6) we see that 
s-limQn = @. n-303 
Since %J is dense in X, the domain 
(1.8) 
is dense in X, by (1.8). We note, moreover, that, for each \k E q,,, there 
exists some e’(q) such that \k E D( l!,), for all t E [O, e’(q)). Next, we 
claim that for each \k E 6Q., and 0 I t < e’(q), 
f f,* = s,-4iy; f,,, - ( f, ) \ks -id,* (1.10) 
exists and determines a densely defined, linear operator, fir . 
Since + E g,,, there exists some @ E 9 and a positive integer n 2 
no(@) such that \k = Qp,. Therefore \k E D( I!?,), for 0 < t < e(O) - (l/n) 
E e’(q). Thus, for 0 < h I f(e’(\k) - t), 
in the sense of weak integrals. Here we have used (1.2). By (IS), 
with e” =f(e’(\k) + t), uniformly in 0 < h I f(e’(\k) - t). 
As h tends to 0, the r.s. tends to 0, for all n < co; see (1.6). Hence, 
s-lim 1 f,,, - 
h\O h ( 
f,)Y = - jc(s,f s+,aJ a!9 
in the sense of weak integrals. This proves (1.10). Let 
9, - ( f,* : 0 I t < E’(\k), \k E qo) 2 go. 
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Note that for each 0 E Gi$ there is an e”(O) > 0 such that 0 E D(;,), 
0 5 t < e”(Q). Now let 0 and Z be arbitrary vectors in g,, and 0 < h < 
min(e”(O), e”(Z)). Then 
(Q,;(e-1)Z)= (+-l)G,E). 
follows from (1.3) (Symmetry) and the construction of g,. (Represent 0 
0 0 
and Z as weak integrals!) Thus H = - s-lim( 1 /h)( I’,, - 1) is symmetric 
h\O 
on 9,. 
3. Construction of a selfadjoint extension of !I: We now come to the 
main step of the proof. In 2 we have constructed the generator f; and 
shown that it is symmetric on 9,. However, we do not know, a priori, 
whether its deficiency indices are equal; i.e., it is not clear whether f; has 
a selfadjoint extension. This difficulty is circumvented asf_ollows [13]: We 
identify 3c with the subspace_% @ (0) of the direct sum x E X @ x of 
two copies of 3c. Clearly, q, = 9, @ 9, is dense in X. Consider the 0 
operator -H O I 1 0 f; on %. By (1.10) its domain contains q,, and it has 
clearly equal deficiency indices. Thus, it has a selfadjoint extension, - g, 
with 
(1.12) 
Let E,,, denote the spectral projection of g associated with the interval 
[ - m, m], m = 1,2, 3, . . . , and set &,, = E,,,fi = E,HE,,,. Note that if f 
is a continuous function on R, 
E,,,f@) = f(~b%, = f(H,), (1.13) 
by the spectral theorem. 
Next, choose J! E 6iJo and define 
T,(t) = E,,, b’ , 
I I 
0 5 t < r’(\k). 
0 
(1.14) 
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Then by (I.lO), 
= -E,jj t* , [ 1 by (1.12) 0 
= -i@*(t), by (1.13). 
Since g, is a bounded operator on ‘%, we conclude 
3g t ) = e- ‘=Fm(0) 
= Eme-‘g$m(0), by (1.13) 
=e -‘eEm~m(O) 
=e -‘qJ0), by (1.14). 
Because {Em} tends strongly to 1, as m + 00, we have 
s-lim \k,( t ) = ;,u 
m*co 
1 I 
ZE 3(t), 
0 
for all 0 < t < e’(q). Since e -I’ is selfadjoint, it is closed, so that by 
taking m to 00 we obtain 
G(t) = e-‘%!(0). (1.15) 
This equation says, in particular, that for \k E 9,-,, e-‘“(E) E XC3 {0}, 
for 0 I t < e’(q). 
Since H is-selfadjoint, the spectral theorem permits us to analytically 
continue ePrH * ( 0) to {t : 0 < Ret < l ‘( q)). By analyticity in t we thus 
conclude that 
for all real s. 
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Since 9, is dense in X, we have 
eiSF(3C a3 (0)) c x CD {O}, 
i.e., A “0 1 1 commutes with eisn. We may thus define 
(1.16) 
(1.17) 
By (1.12) and (1.16), H is a selfadjoint extension of fi, HI,, = f;lq,, and 
by (1.15) and the definition (1.17) of H, 
(1.18) 
for all \k E %e, 0 I t < e’(9). 
4. Uniqueness of H: Let H, and H, be two selfadjoint extensions of h 
satisfying (I. 18). Choose an arbitrary 0 E X. Then 
F(t) E (0, lY,\k) = (0, e-‘%), i = 1,2, 
is the restriction of functions F;.(z) E (0, e-‘e\k), holomorphic on {z : 0 
< Re z < e’(9)}, to the real interval (0, e’(q)). Since on that interval they 
agree, 
F,(z) = F,(z) 
for all z with 0 < Re z < e’(g), by the identity principle for holomorphic 
functions. Thus, 
(0, eisW I*) = (0, eiSH2*), 
for almost all real s (hence for all real s, by continuity), for all 0 E X, and 
for all \k E $iJ,. Since (eisHI) and ( eisHz) are unitary groups and %~e is
dense, H, = Hz. 
5. Completion of the proof: We define I, = emrH, where H is the unique 
0 
extension of H constructed in 3 and 4. For 9 E g,, we have 
I-,9 = r”,*. 0 5 t < c’(\k); 
see (1.18). 
Clearly, each Cp E g can be approximated by a sequence {a,,} c GQo 
such that 
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for 0 I t < e(O). Since I’, is closed. 
for 0 I t < e(Q), 
We note that it follows from the above proof that the selfadjoint 
0 
extension H of H is uniquely determined by the vectors 
i 
r0,4:0~t<r’(Q),QE02),) =Q,. 
Thus 9, is a core for H. Since 
HI,, = f;l,,, see (1.12) (1.17), 
f3r is essentially selfadjoint on 9,. 
Theorem I.1 has the following straightforward corollary: 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let !I’ be a symmetric operator defined on a domain 0, 
dense in X. Suppose that for all q E 9, there exists e’(q) > 0 such that the 
equation 
G*(t) = - &P(t) (1.19) 
has a solution (not, a priori, unique) satisfying s~-ki~ \k(t) = ‘k, ‘P(t) E q, , 
for all 0 I t < e’(9). Then lYl : \k H \k(t) defines a unique selfadjoint semi- 
group, and !I is essentially selfadjoint on 9,. 
Proof: We may repeat the construction in step 3 of the proof of 
Theorem I.1 to construct a selfadjoint operator @ (not necessarily unique) 0 
on X 6B X extending - H ’ i 1 . 0 A Let 4?, = g, CD 9,. Since \k(t) E q,, 
for 0 I t < c’(q) and kl~, = - ’ ’ [ II , E has the property 0 if Tl, 
which, as in step 3 above, implies 
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As in step 3 it is seen that X @ (0) reduces E Thus 
q(t) = eCrH*, with H = [ 1 1 OH 00 * (1.20) 
Since, for a given extension H of k, (1.20) holds for every solution ‘I!(t) of 
(1.19) with \k(t) > ‘k, as t L 0, we conclude that the solution of (1.19) must 
be unique. The remainder of the proof is contained in the one of Theorem 
1.1. q 
Remark. It is quite clear that the analog of Theorem I.1 for unitary 
groups is false. To see this we give a counterexample.’ 
Let X = L2( Iw x [ - 1, 11, dx dy). Let ci) be the dense domain consist- 
ing of those square-integrable functions, f(x, y), for which there exists 
some e(f) > 0 such that f(x,y) = 0 if 1x1 I c(j). For each f E 9, we 
define 
( 1 fi,f (KY) = f(x - t, Y), 0 5 ItI < c(f); 
i.e., I!?~ translates f by an amount t in the x direction. The local& defined 
group ( 6,) has, however, infinitely many different globally defined, 
unitary extensions from %J to X. One extension is the obvious one: The 
group of translations in the x direction, (U,,‘). Another one is defined as 
follows: U,-’ : f Hf, with 
h(X?Y) = f(x - t, YL 
= f(x - t, -r>, 
if x < 0, x - t < 0, or x > 0, x - t > 0, 
if x > 0, x - t I 0, or x < 0, x - t 2 0. 
(I.21 ) 
More generally, let cp be a measure preserving map from [ - 1, l] onto 
[ - 1, 11. Replace -y in (1.21) by q(y). This yields a globally defined 
extension (UT) of ( g,). 
1.2. Nelson’s Analytic Vector Theorem [14, 15a] 
In this section we show that the methods used in the proof of Theorem 
I.1 can be used to give a simple proof of Nelson’s analytic vector theorem. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let b be a symmetric operator on a dense domain 
9 c X, and & 9 c 9. Suppose that, for all @ E 9, there exists some 
2An example of this type was suggested to me by M. Aizenman. 
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for all 0 5 h < ~(<a). 
Then f; is essentially selfadjoint on 9. 
Proof. Let @ E 9. Then 
( 1 
” 
N -tf; 
Q(t) = s$z x 
+ n=O 
,, @ 
exists for all ItI < c(Q). Let % = X G9 X, q = 9 CB q, as in the proof of 
Theorem I. 1. Then leaves q invariant, and for each \k = 
q there exists E(q) =‘rninyc(‘J’,), ~(\k~)) such that 
-n 
zo!!J -f; O \k <co, 
0 !I 
for JtJ < E(9). 
Since - ’ O [ 1 0 ii has equal deficiency indices, it has a selfadjoint extension, - fi. Moreover, for \k E q, 
(-jpp= -I I 
m 
0 
*, n 
L 0 "I 
Thus, for ItI < Z(q), 
for all m = 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
If \k =(t), @ E 9, (1.22) yields 
0 
!I 
-R 
*. (1.22) 
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It is shown as in step 3 that this implies that X $ (0) reduces g Thus, 
with H = i 8 g, Q(t) = ewfH@, for ItI <e(Q). 
1. I 
Since @(t) is uniquely determined by { h mQ : m = 0, 1,2,. . . }, ate 
show; as in step 4 above that H is the unique selfadjoint extension of H, 
i.e., H is essentially selfadjoint on 9. 0 
We do not consider other, well-known reformulations of Theorem 1.2, 
but see [15]. 
1.3. A Remark on the Semi-analytic Vector Theorem [Z5] 
Although the material in this section has little to do with the main theme 
of this paper it is clearly connected with the one in the previous section. 
Moreover, the following arguments are very short. 
In [16], Sokal has rediscovered and extended the following: 
THEOREM BS (Nevanlinna [ 171). Let f be a function analytic in the circle 
CR = {z : Re z-’ > R-‘) 
and satisfy 
N-l 
f(Z) = x a,Zk + RN(Z), with IRN(z)I 5 AbNN!IzIN 
uniform& in N and in z E C,. Then B(t) G 2&,ak(tk/k!) converges for 
ItI < b-’ and has an analytic continuation to S, G { t : dist(t, R,) < b-‘}, 
and f can be represented by the absolutely convergent integral 
f(z) = zW1~meW”~‘B(t) dt, 
for any z E C,. In particular, f(z) is uniquely determined by { ak}rWO, for all 
z E c,. rJ 
The name of this theorem, BS, is intended to recall that it is fundamen- 
tal in the theory of Bore1 summability. Here it is applied to prove: 
THEOREM 1.4. Let g be a positive operator on a domain 9 dense in X, 
with & 9 c ?iJ . Suppose that, for each @ E ci,, there exists some e(Q) > 0 
such that 
II h”@II <00, for all 0 I h < e(Q). (1.23) 
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Then f; is essentially selfadjoint on 9. 
ProofI Since & is positive, it has a positive selfadjoint extension, H; 
see [15]. Let @ E 9, + E X, and consider the function f(z) = 
(\k, emzn@) analytic in z for Re z > 0. Its boundary value on the imag- 
inary axis is a continuous function. Furthermore, 
5 (z) = (\k, (- H)“epzHCp) 
= (\k, ewrH( - H)?) 
= (B,ewzH(- h)-@), 
because H is an extension of h, and Am9 c ‘9. Using the fact that 
Jle-rHIJ I 1, for R e z > 0, and (1.23), we see that the hypotheses of 
Theorem BS are satisfied. Thus f(z) is uniquely determined by (and 
computable in terms of) 
a, = (I/k!)( \k, (- h)kQ). (1.24) 
By taking the boundary value we see that f( it) = (\k, e -jrH@) is uniquely 
determined by {ak}TCO, given by (1.24). Since 9 is dense in X, it follows 
that ePirH is uniquely determined by 
((,,(-!+) :*EX,@EE,k=0,1,2 )... 
I 
. 
Therefore, H is the unique selfadjoint extension of f)l, i.e., h is essentially 
selfadjoint on 9. 
By combining Theorem I.1 with Theorem BS one obtains 
THEOREM 1.5. Let (X, 9, (I!,),,,) satisfy hypotheses (1) through (3) of - 
Theorem I. 1. Let H be the unique serfadioint generator of (?‘, ),,, constructed 
- in Theorem I. 1. Assume, moreover, that for each Q, E 9, 
d” 0 
s-lim - Tt Q exists, 
I\O dt” 
for all n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 
and for h > 0 small enough, depending on a’, 
(1.25) 
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Then H(@ is essentially selfadjoint, i.e., Gil is a core for H. 
Proof: Let Cp and q be in g, 0 I t < min(r(@), c(q)). Consider the 
function 
By Theorem 1.1, it is the restriction of a function, j*,*(z), analytic in z for 
0 < Re z < min(e(@), e(9)) to real values of z. Assumption (1.25) and 
together with (I.5), show that j,,,&z) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 
BS, with R < min(e(@), ~(9’)). Thus f*,@(z) and its boundary value 
j,r,, @(is), s real, are uniquely determined by {a,,}~zO with 
Since (eisH),,u is a unitary group, and %J is dense in X, (eisH) is uniquely 
determined by f*, &is), SI, and Q, in ‘$7, and thus by 
{(\k, H”@) : 9, @ in CC, n = 0, 1,2,3, . . . }. 17 
Remark. The point of our use of Theorem BS is not so much that it 
gives the above short proofs of Theorems I.4 and 1.5, but that it really 
provides us with a constructive tool to calculate eerH@, for Q, E Gi), 
namely, 
(1.26) 
where B,(s) = ZzsO(s”/ (n!)‘)( - H)“@, and the integral on the r.s. of 
(1.26) converges in norm under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.4 and weak& 
on ‘%I under the ones of Theorem 1.5. 
The techniques of this section can also be used in the context of 
derivations on operator algebras 151. 
II.MISCELLANEOUS APPLICATIONS OF THEOREM I.1 
11.1. An Application of Theorem 1.1 to the Theory of Laplace Trans- 
forms 3 
)The following discussion was motivated by a general theorem, due to Glaser [I I], brought 
to my attention by H. Epstein, who emphasized connections between Glaser’s result and 
Theorem 1.1. 
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Let F(t) be a distribution on the interval [ &, /?I. Without loss of 
generality we set & = 0, /? = 27r. Let C, be the space of C” test 
functions, f, with suppf c (0, r). We propose to study that class of 
functions, F, which have the positivity property 
/- f(t) F( t + s).f( s) dz U!Y 2 0, (11.1) 
for all f E l.?, , and which are such that lf(t)F(t + s)f(s) dt & is continu- 
ous in f in a topology of e+ in which l?+ is separable. Thanks to (II. l), 
(g,f) - (g,f) =/ g(t) F(t + slf(s) dr 4 
g, f in C,, equips C + with a continuous inner product. Let % be its 
kernel. Then X = e+ /%ll”’ is a separable Hilbert space. Let 
a : f E e, H@(f) E X 
be the natural map from C, into X. Clearly, 9 E @(lZ+) is dense in X, 
by construction. Given a test function, f, let f, be defined by 
ftw = f(s - t). 
Note that, for each f E C,, there exist positive numbers e(j) and e’(j) 
such that 
h E c+, for - d(f) < 2 < c(f), (11.2) 
and, for g and f in C, and 
- min(c’(f), c’(g)) < l < min(c(f), dg)), 
(g,f,) = ~gW’~u + s)f(s - 9 du h 
= 
s 
g(u’ - t) F(u’ + s’)f(s’) du’ dr’ 
= C&f). (11.3) 
Thus the mapping, f Hfr, f E c+, leaves % invariant. This permits us to 
define a semigroup ( l!r)rzo on ‘9 by 
c@(f) = @(f,)Y for all f E e+ , 0 I t < c(f). 
Clearly, 
r”,( b(f)) = WA+,) = f,+,@(f). (11.4) 
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if t, s, and t + s are in [ 0, e(f)). Moreover, since for all f E l’?, , f-, E 
C,, for 0 I t < e’(J), 
@(f) = cw,). (11.5) 
By (11.3) through (11.5), (I!,),,, satisfies hypotheses (1) through (3) of 
Theorem 1.1. Therefore it has; unique selfadjoint extension I, = eerH. 
We now have 
J- 
g(u)F(u + s + t)f(s) du ds = (e-““@(g), e-‘*H*(f)), 
for t = t’ + t”, 0 I t’ < e(g), 0 I t” < e(J). By the spectral theorem we 
thus have analyticity in the strip { t : 0 < Re t < e(f) + e(g)}. By choos- 
ing 
g = feza n, n=l,2,3 ,..., 
where the functions 8, were introduced in step 2 of the proof of Theorem 
1.1, and appealing to standard limiting arguments [6, 71, we recover the 
following result, originally due to Widder [ 181, which is a special case of 
Glaser’s theorem. 
THEOREM II. 1. The distribution F is the restriction of a function, denoted 
F(z), which is analytic in the strip 0 < Re z < 2a, to the interval z = t real, 
0 < t < 271, and F(t) = Je -IA dp(h), for some positive measure dp on Iw. 
Remarks. (1) We are informed that Klein and Landau [9] have recently 
used Theorem 11.1 to give an alternate proof of Theorem 1.1. (Our study of 
the relations between Theorems I.1 and 11.1 is, however, independent of 
theirs.) 
(2) In statistical mechanics, functions F of the type characterized in 
Theorem I.5 arise in connection with KMS states. They have the following 
additional property: 
F(t) = F(2n - t) (11.6) 
(in particular, F is periodic). By Theorem 11.1 and (11.6). 
F(t) = )“e-“’ dp(X) = F(277 - t) = le-*(2WP’) dp(h), 
i.e., 
F(t) = ;I[ e-” + e-A(2n-‘)] dp(X). 
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If we set 
dp(A) E A( 1 - e-2Vx) &(A), 
we obtain 
F(t) = J dp(h)[ 1 - e-2aX]-‘(2h)-‘[ e-” + e-X(2n-‘)]. 
This is an integral representation of F(t) in terms of the Green’s functions 
of (- (8/d?) + A*), h # 0, with periodic boundary conditions at t = 
0, 2s. (Physically speaking, these Green’s functions correspond to har- 
monic oscillator two-point correlations at inverse temperature /? = 2a.) 
11.2. Some Applications to Quantum Mechanics 
(1) First, we sketch an application of Theorem I.1 to nonrelativistic 
quantum mechanics. See also [9] for some general, independent but related 
results. Theorem I.1 can be used to construct natural selfadjoint extensions 
of Schrodinger operators which are unbounded below, e.g., the Stark 
Hamiltonian. Consider, for example, 
x = L*(R3N), 9 = Gi,(R’“). (11.7) 
Points, xN, in R3N represent the coordinates of N particles, i.e., xN = 
(x1, . * . 9 xN), xi = (xi’, x,?, x,?) E R3. We define 
H, = - i ( 1/2mj)Aj, 
j-l 
Let SIN = fJxN be the path space for the Wiener process associated with 
If,; see, e.g., [19]. Let PiN,,N (dwN) be the Wiener measure determined by 
Ha, conditioned on paths ~(7)~ E QN, 0 I 7 I t, with the properties 
w(o), = xf.,, a(& = y,. 
Let V(xN) be, e.g., a continuous function on R3N, with 
1 V(x,,)I < a 5 xj + 6. 
j=l 
(11.9) 
Then, for f E ci) (W3N) and t > 0 sufficiently small, f,, defined by 
with dyN z II;-, d’v,, is in x. 
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To show this, one first regularizes V at co, (VI-+ VR, 1 V,(x,)] I R), but 
we suppress such regularization and the discussion of R 7 cc which is 
straightforward. Note that 
where p’(x,, z~) is the integral kernel of eprHo, and we have used Jensen’s 
inequality with respect to t-‘,h dr-. From this and the well-known decay 
properties of p’(x,, zN) our assertion follows easily. We leave it as an 
exercise to the reader to verify that the locally defined, symmetric semi- 
group (;,),,,, given by F, : f E 60(R3”‘) of, E 3c satisfies all hypotheses 
of Theorem-1.1. (This is conveniently done by introducing the regulariza- 
tion VI-+ V, and then taking R 7 co.) Theorems I.2 and I.5 can be used 
to construct domains of essential selfadjointness for H =“HO + I”‘, de- 
fined as the unique, selfadjoint generator of ( ?t),>O. 
Among applications we mention that the above observations yield 
natural selfadjoint extensions of general Stark Hamiltonians [20] or of the 
Hamiltonian with V(x,) = - CiN_,+lxi12, aj > 0 [21, 15b], etc. Using Ito 
stochastic integrals, as, e.g., in [19], electromagnetic vector potentials can 
be included. The techniques outlined above can also be applied when 
If, = 5 (- ajAj + pj)%, aj > 0, pi > 0, 
J=l 
and 0 < 3 < 1, V(xN) I aX~,,Ixjl + 6. 
This is seen by noticing that the integral kernel of eerHO in x space is 
positive and has exponential decay (a consequence of the Payley- Wiener 
theorem). 
(2) One can ask whether the two (resp. several)-Hilbert space technique 
used in the proofs of Theorems I.1 (see step 3) and I.3 can be applied to 
other problems. In a general context, this method has been discussed in 
some detail in Achieser and Glasmann [ 131. Davies and Simon [22] have 
recently used those techniques to prove the absence of singular continuous 
spectrum for some class of Schrodinger operators (the “twisting trick” in 
[22]). One can think of other applications in the same spirit; e.g. the 
decoupling of local singularities from long-range potentials. Another exam- 
ple is a two-Hilbert space proof, due to Nelson, of von Neumann’s 
theorem saying that if C is a densely defined, closed operator on X then 
C*C and CC* are selfadjoint. The method has been frequently applied in 
operator algebra theory. 
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